
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUPPORT GUIDE 

Ace the Date 
Make every date fun and positive.  

Attract the men you like. 
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Ace the Date  
Meet Your Coaches 

Bobbi Palmer is The Dating and Relationship Coach for Women 

over 40, CEO and founder of Date Like a Grownup and proud leader 
of After 40 Romance Revolution. She’s a 50-something, joyfully 
married, proudly imperfect, open-minded, sometime sassy, critical 
thinking, optimistic, gentle yet direct ex-corporate manager now 
Expert Coach who has helped countless women around the world 
create their own grownup love story. 

After becoming a first-time bride at age 47 and transforming from a content single gal to 
a super-happy married one, Bobbi began helping other women do what she did: find 
fabulous love after 40. Her personal and past professional experience, along with her 
passion and stellar ability to teach and support you, move you from dreading dating to 
joyfully searching for and finding not just a man who loves you, but the yummy self-love 
that comes first. 

Bobbi prides herself on walking her talk in her relationship with her husband, Larry, 
every day. Bobbi is the author of numerous eBooks including: ‘Confessions of the 
World’s Worst Dater – Her 7 Secrets to Finally Finding Love After 40’ and ‘The Secrets 
to Being a Happy Grownup Dater.’  She also hosts the highly popular Grownup Girls’ 
Night Out monthly webcast where women come together from all over the world to talk 
about dating, sex and love after 40. Bobbi Palmer has been interviewed on 
countless radio programs and is a go-to dating and relationship expert at Huffington 
Post, Your Tango, DigitalRomance, Match.com, Yahoo Shine, Chemistry.com and 
eHarmony.com. 
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Ace the Date  
Meet Your Coaches 

Sandy Weiner, dating coach, radio host, Huff Post blogger, and  

TEDx speaker, is the CEO and founder of Last First Date. She helps strong 
successful smart women over 40 succeed in love. Sandy provides the 
 tools to increase self-worth, understand and connect to the hearts of  
men, and become open to giving and receiving love with the highest 
 quality men.  

Dubbed the “man whisperer” for her ability to translate “man-speak”, 
åßSandy helps with every aspect of dating, from online dating profile makeovers to the deeper 
work of attracting and sustaining a long-term healthy relationship. With her effective dating skill 
training, women gain the confidence to get from that sometimes awkward first date to 
attracting and sustaining love in the second half of life. 

When her 23-year marriage ended, Sandy viewed divorce as an opportunity for renewal and 
transformation. The first thing she changed was her career. As an artist, she had taken 
discarded furniture and turned them into things of beauty. She wanted to do the same for 
women who, like herself, had not felt fully alive, seen and heard at work and in 
relationships. She wanted to become a dating coach to help women face their relationship fears 
and rise up to their beautiful potential. Sandy became a certified Life Coach through the 
prestigious Coaches Training Institute and studied with some of the top dating and relationship 
experts. She is proud to be the resident dating expert at Better After 50, and contributes 
regularly to Divorced Moms, Your Tango, many other dating sites. 

Sandy is confident that when you truly know your worth, understand how to connect with 
men, and learn effective dating skills, you can get from your first date to finding the man of your 
dreams. Don’t you want to go on your LAST FIRST DATE?
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What We Will Cover  

In our three sessions you will learn to: 

• Prepare for first date success to make every date positive 

even before they start.  

• End the mystery with new understand of the grownup 

smart, commitment-minded men you want to attract.  

• Get to know men fast and make meaningful connections. 

• Express yourself so you can instantly magnetize the right 

men and quickly identify the wrong. 

• Master that painful first date conversation, including 

handing the hard questions and avoiding over-sharing  

• Use your body language and our simple scripts to let Mr. 

Right know you’re interested so he asks you out again 

and again.   

• Kindly walk away from Mr. Wrong without feeling guilty or 

second guessing yourse
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Get to Know the Men You 
Want  

Make a connection as a WOMAN  
an a MAN, not colleagues or 
buddies. 

Here are the men you want to meet and spend your life with. 
 

 Kings*:  

• Have a strong sense of self.  

• Know what they want and don’t want.  

• Have authority, power, and strength.  

• Have achieved and now want to serve.  

• Are interested in others; not just themselves.   

 
From You, they want intellect, but in order to feel romantic 
toward you, they need to: 

• Be able to relax and enjoy his time with you. 

• Feel accepted and appreciated. 

• Feel good about himself.  

• Experience physical AND emotional intimacy. 

 
* To learn more, listen to Alison A. Armstrong’s speak about The 

Amazing Development of Men: Every Man's Journey from Knight to 

Prince to King. You can get it on iTunes.
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What Can You Do First?  
Your choices dictate whether you 
will enjoy dating and attract the 
right men. It’s really up to you. 

Dating Like a Grownup Means Taking Responsibility for YOUR Actions.  
 

 
You can:  

CHOOSE to focus on taking care of 
yourself and living a happy, full life.  

CHOOSE to keep your perspective.  

CHOOSE to have realistic expectations. 
(Of yourself, of men, of the process.)  

CHOOSE to be open to getting to know a 
man before making judgments.  

CHOOSE to see dating as an opportunity 
and part of the journey. 

CHOOSE to take responsibility for helping 
you get to know each other.  
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The 3 Keys to Getting the 
Next (and the Next) Date 

How do you learn about each 

other and, when you like him, 

attract him in a grownup way so 

he asks you out again. 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
There Are Three Keys to Getting the Next Date 

  

 Make an outstanding 1st impression. 

 

 Connect in a Woman-to-Man way. 

 

 Be memorable. 

 
 

 

We are not held back by the love we 
didn't receive in the past, but by the 

love we're not extending in the 
present.  ~ Marianne Williamson 
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Making An Outstanding First 
Impression  

Take some time to plan in 

advance. Every date is worth it! 

 

Set him up to anticipate a good time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dress to impress.  
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Making An Outstanding First 
Impression  

Take some time to plan in 

advance. Every date is worth it! 

 

 

Get your story straight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Manage your expectations.  
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Connecting in a  
“Woman-to-Man” Way 

LEAD with your feminine if you 
want to attract a masculine man.  

Take the lead by starting off with openness and kindness.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Start with 3 things you LIKE about him.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• . 
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Connecting in a  
“Woman-to-Man” Way 

LEAD with your feminine if you 
want to attract a masculine man.  

Keep some eye contact, smile, laugh...repeat.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Start with small talk and share your nuggets rather than going for the 
intellectual .  
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Connecting in a  
“Woman-to-Man” Way 

LEAD with your feminine if you 
want to attract a masculine man.  

Hold your judgments and search for contrary evidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Your masculine vs. your feminine. 
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Be Memorable! 
This is what gets him to ask you 
out right there and then, or at least 
drive home thinking about you and 
your next date. 

Focus on him, but get your shiny stuff out.  

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Manage the conversation.  
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Be Memorable! 
This is what gets him to ask you 
out right there and then, or at least 
drive home thinking about you and 
your next date. 

Leave him wanting more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Use your body.  

 

 

 

 
Close in a bold and specific way. 
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What’s Next  

At our next session you will learn how to:  
  

 

• How to create your nuggets 

• How to answer tough questions and manage the 

awkward moments 

• How to create Prepared Statements to help you 

answer the hard questions  

• ...and more!  
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Notes, Thoughts, Feelings, and 
Questions to Ask My Coach 
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Notes, Thoughts, Feelings, and 
Questions to Ask My Coach 

 

 

 

 


